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PEARLESCENT MEDIUMS

WHAT ARE  MEDIUMS?
Mediums are additives that alter how colors work, extending the techniques and 
finished effects that are possible.

Questions?  info@colorfin.com     MADE IN USA               Colorfin LLC
P.O. Box 825, Kutztown, PA 19530PanPastel.com  ~  PaintDrawBlend.com (blog)

Mediums - Starter Set of 5    Ref. 30005

PanPastel has launched the world’s first true pastel (dry color) mediums. 

PEARL WHITE PEARL BLACK
Mix the Black Pearl Mediums with PanPastel Colors to create shimmering 
darks and shades for rich, jewel-like effects. 
Note: Color + Black= shade/extra dark. (e.g. Magenta + Black = Magenta Shade)

Create your own custom pearlescent colors by mixing with PanPastel Colors. 
Use the white Pearl Mediums to tint colors and add a soft pearlescent sheen. 
Note: Color + White = tint. (e.g. Magenta + White = Magenta Tint)

PanPastel Pearlescent mediums add a lustrous pearlescent sheen / shimmer which 
changes depending on the angle it is viewed from, also creating dimension. They are 
mica based. The mediums can be mixed with PanPastel Colors for custom pearlescent 
colors or used on their own for mixed media.  
They have all the characteristics of PanPastel Colors, they are mixable, erasable, low 
dust, lightfast and professional artist’s quality.

COARSE
Contains larger particles to create 
a more shimmering sparkle.

FINE
Contains smaller particles to create 
a soft and subtle pearl sheen.

Pearl Black Coarse
over gouache (detail)
Suzanne Fellows 

011 Pearl Medium - White FINE
Ref. 20011

012  Pearl Medium - White COARSE
Ref. 20012

013 Pearl Medium - Black FINE
Ref. 20013

014  Pearl Medium - Black COARSE
Ref. 20014

TIP!  If a pan surface (medium or color) becomes contaminated 
simply clean off with a clean sponge or paper towel.
Watch this video:  http://youtu.be/fNWP4x2fx4g

Violet mixed with Pearl White and Pearl Black Coarse
Create custom pearlescent colors. 
Shown: Hansa Yellow and Turquoise 
- mixed with Pearl White Fine.

Note: it is difficult to capture the true sheen & shimmer of pearlescent effects in photogrraphs. 

Includes Colorless Blender

Depending on the desired effect - add more shimmer by increasing the 
proportion of Pearl Medium used when mixing with PanPastel Colors.
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